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10 YEARS
Growing Programs

**2,206** The OLLI membership grew almost 14% in 2015 – 16.

**94** OLLI @ Berkeley offered a record number of courses, including 12 in Lafayette.

**6,048** Registrations in OLLI courses topped 6,000 for the first time ever.

**498** OLLI @ Berkeley members live east of the Caldecott Tunnel — a 14% increase from 2014 – 15.

**$98,933** Our members gave generously to OLLI through the Annual Fund and gifts for special projects.

**Membership Growth, 2007 – 2016**
It’s hard to believe we’re starting our tenth year.

When we opened our doors in Fall 2007, we had only 15 courses and 307 members that first term. By 2010 - 2011 we had reached 1,000 members, and we offered our first courses in Lafayette in Fall 2011. Last year, we had over 2,200 members... and this year we will offer nearly 100 courses.

These numbers are impressive, but by far the most impressive aspect of OLLI @Berkeley is our community: our excellent faculty, our dedicated volunteers, and all the members who come back year after year for our innovative curriculum.

Ask any OLLI member and they will tell you: come for the classes, stay for the community.

And our community is generous in their support of OLLI. We had a record 320 gifts to the Annual Fund, which continued to support higher salaries for our instructors as well as our scholarship program. We were particularly grateful last summer, when K. Patricia Cross underwrote the installation of a hearing loop in the Freight and Salvage, making our classes there more accessible.

I look forward to our next 10 years, united by the joy of learning!

Susan Hoffman
Director
OLLI @Berkeley Excellence in Teaching and Learning Award Given to Professor Daniel Kammen

On April 4, Daniel Kammen, the Class of 1935 Distinguished Professor of Energy at UC Berkeley and the Science Envoy for the U. S. State Department, received the inaugural OLLI @Berkeley Excellence in Teaching and Learning Award. In addition to the award, Professor Kammen also received a proclamation from Berkeley Mayor Tom Bates honoring him for his achievements.

This award will be given yearly to a UC Berkeley faculty member who has shown dedication to the community and to lifelong learning through their ongoing teaching for OLLI @Berkeley. Particular consideration is given to faculty whose scholarship, publications, or research have advanced as a result of their exchange of ideas with OLLI students.
2015 – 2016 Highlights

OLLI members at the Roman Forum during our 2016 Travel Study trip to Italy, led by Beverly Allen.

Hearing Loop in Freight & Salvage

In August 2015, longtime OLLI member (and noted expert on lifelong learning) K. Patricia Cross generously underwrote the installation of a hearing loop in the Freight and Salvage. Thanks to her generosity, our largest classroom is now more accessible for members with hearing loss.

Our Member Services Committee organized a number of events and excursions, including: a trip to the Rosie the Riveter Museum, a tour of the UC Berkeley Botanical Garden, a visit to the Takara Sake factory, and this outing to an Oakland A’s game with instructor Mick Chantler.

Build a legacy of learning

IRA rollover gifts and other planned gifts are an excellent way to make a meaningful contribution to a program you love and to help sustain our community of lifelong learners for many years to come. Visit planyourlegacy.berkeley.edu for helpful tips on making your gift, or contact the Office of Gift Planning at 800.200.0575 or ogp@berkeley.edu.

Revenues
$1,114,482

Membership Dues, Course Fees, & Travel
$895,075 (80.3%)

Osher Endowment Funds $120,474 (10.8%)

Annual Fund & Restricted Gifts $98,933 (8.9%)

The positive operating margin of $52,149 will be directed to OLLI’s reserve.

Committees

Advisory Research & Evaluation Team
Cheryl Brewster
K. Patricia Cross
Clare Fischer
Susan Hoffman
Gerald Mendelsohn
Lorraine Midanik
Martin Pollard
Bill Satariano
Michael Thaler
Sandra von Doetinchem

Budget Advisory
Susan Hoffman
Lisa Hardy
Nikki Maziasz
Mark Medress
Howard Goodman
Ilene Gordon
Nancy Spaeth
Ralph “Jake” Warner

Curriculum
Susan Chamberlain
John Daws
Gary Evans
Alan Fong
Deborah Goodman
Ilene Gordon
Susan Hoffman
Matt Shears
Ann Peden, Co-chair
Martin Pollard
Lucille Poskanzer, Co-chair
Nancy Spaeth
Ralph “Jake” Warner
Hugh Winig
University fees help reduce overhead for office and classroom space as well as administrative support including Human Resources, Information Technology, gift processing, and design and printing services.

**Development**
- David Anderson
- Betsey Beamish
- Judith L. Bloom
- Susan Hoffman
- Jennifer Monahan
- Nikki Maziasz
- Mark Medress, Co-chair
- Eileen Savel
- Murray Schlussel
- Molly Vitorte
- Ron Tauber
- Ralph “Jake” Warner
- Wendy Willrich, Co-chair

**Member Services**
- Susan Boyle
- Cheryl Brewster, Co-chair
- Joan Greer, Co-chair
- Lisa Hardy
- Jerry Kaminski
- Gale Lederer
- Jennifer Monahan
- Nikki Maziasz
- Susan Sperber
- Ron Tauber

**Lafayette Planning**
- Gil Berkeley
- Sarah Blumenfeld, LLLCF
- Carol Caputo
- John Daws
- Linda Delehunt
- Peter Frazier
- Susan Hoffman
- Christina Janssen
- Howard Janssen
- Judy Kirkpatrick
- Nikki Maziasz, Co-chair
- Sharron Stringer
- Brad Wait
- Hugh Winig, Co-chair
DEAN'S CIRCLE

GIFTS OF $1,000 AND ABOVE

David Anderson and Beichen Li
Betsey Beamish P '95
Judit Bloom P '85
Edith Gladstone B.A. '61, M.A. '66
Deborah and Howard Goodman
Ilene Gordon B.A. '66 and Michael Gordon
Toni Ihara B.A. '68 and Ralph Warner J.D. '66
Howard Janssen P '11 and Christina Janssen P '11
Suzan Kaufmann P '02
Barbara Malina and Scott Wachter
Maureen Maziasz
Mark and Marjorie Medress
M. Brian Murphy M.A. '68, Ph.D. '76 and Susan Hoffman
Lorraine Parmer B.A. '50, C.Mult. '51
Nancy Spaeth Cred/Cert '78, Ed.D. '88 and George Spaeth
Mason Willrich J.D. '60, P '86 and Wendy Willrich
Joseph and Judith Workman

GIFTS OF $250 – $999

Anonymous (2)
Ryan and Amy Anderson
Joan Bloom B.S. '60 and Howard Bloom B.A. '55
David Bogolub P '07 and Cynthia Bogolub B.A. '80, P '07
Robert Knight B.S. '63, M.S. '65, P '01 and Donna Brookman-Knight B.A. '75, P '01
Rose Ann Cochran
John Daws P '01
Dorsh de Voe M.S.W. '77, D.S.W. '83
David Enelow B.A. '70 and Deborah Enelow B.A. '70
Gary and Janet Evans
Alan Fong B.A. '65
Newton Fong B.A. '77, M.S. '78
Thomas Fratar M.B.A. '71 and Kelly Fratar M.B.A. '80
Richard Fuller M.B.A. '71
Margaret Hartmann
Terri Hearsh B.A. '69, M.A. '70, M.B.A. '80
Howard L. Hertz B.A. '64, J.D. '67
George and Jacqueline Ivelich
Steven Jacobsohn
Cynthia Johnson
Gerald and Geraldine Kaminski
Susan Kinloch
Laurel Kohn
Ellen Drapkin Kolowich B.A. '71
Linda Lee
Karen McLennan
Bill Neilson and Margaret J. Neilson B.A. '67
Gregory Nelson Ph.D. '68 and Karen Nelson M.S. '67
Richard and Carol Nitz
Sara Orem and Murray Schlussel
Ann Peden
Ellen Pelissero
Diane Plank M.B.A. '83
Arthur Poskanzer and Lucille Poskanzer M.S. '76
Jerome Savel and Eileen Savel B.A. '78
Robert and Herminia Sayre
Laura Schlichtmann B.A. '71, J.D. '93, P '07
Harvey and Marilyn Schwartz
David Stoloff and Susan Klee
Elena Sheygal-Placzek and Anthony F. Placzek
Lesley Tannahill B.A. '66
Robert Toll M.A. '66, Ph.D. '72 and Judith Toll
Phillip and Kathryn Zimmerman

GIFTS UP TO $249

Anonymous (3)
Sandra Adams C.Mult. '60
Gertrude Evans Allen B.A. '67
Mildred Alvarez M.S.W. '79 and Walter Alvarez
Jody Ames B.A. '63
Joni Anderson
Virginia Anderson B.A. '70
Maurie Ange and Stephen Brown
Katherine Armstrong M.P.H. '74, Dr.P.H. '77
Melvin and Barbara Bacher
Burton Baker
Connie Bauer
Edward Bayer
Robert Beggs
Robert Bekes B.A. '66 and Linda Bekes
Marilyn Beller
Mary Bergan B.A. '65
Gil and Ann Berkeley
Isidoro and Sherry Berkman
Edwin Bernbaum M.A. ’80, Ph.D. ’85 and Diane Bernbaum
Elizabeth Bero
Mary Bevc
Aletha Biedermann-Wiens M.L.S. ’72
Pamela Blair
Gary Blank
Charles Blay Jr. and Gloria Blay P ’04
Clifford and Gladys Block
Robert Blumberg and Virginia Blumberg B.S. ’77
Patricia Botman P ’01
Thomas Boyce D.D.S. ’57 and Janice Boyce M.A. ’77
Lois Boyd
William Boyd J.D. ’68 and Patricia Boyd
Kathleen Boyle
Henry Brady and Patricia Kates
James Branson B.A. ’67
Bob Brewer
Cheryl Brewster
Lisa Brinner B.S. ’49, P ’79, ’79, ’88
Bruce Brown
Robert and Diane Burnham
James Burton B.A. ’71
Burton and Judith Calder
David Calkins B.S. ’63 and Susann Calkins
Cherie Campbell
Gary and Mari Campbell
Carol Caputo and Richard Schlenker
John Chalik III J.D. ’72 and Susan Chamberlain
Suzanne Chapot C.Mult. ’69
Dennis Clark and Karin Peterson B.A. ’70
Murray Cohen and Betty Cohen M.S.W. ’73
Norman and Françoise Cohen
Howard and Jonny Cohen
Dave Coker and Aileen Kim B.A. ’80
Gilberto Cooper B.A. ’76
Lowell Cooper and Susan Laughlin D.S.W. ’78
Carolyn Cozart
John Cunningham M.L.S. ’69 and Yingmei Tcheou M.P.H. ’80
Willi Daniel
Albert Davis
Patrick Dell’Era and Donna Dell’Era B.A. ’76
Michael Delehunt P ’00, ’01 and Linda Delehunt B.A. ’70, C.Mult. ’71, M.Ed. ’71, P ’00, ’01
Sanford Delugach B.S. ’68 and Leslie Delugach B.A. ’72
Michael DeWall
Marcia DeWall
Linda Dow
Donna Duensing
Margery Eriksson
Sue Estey B.A. ’68
Michael Fajans M.C.P. ’70 and Merle Fajans
David Fane
Denise Fane
Beth Feingold
Marsha Felton P ’91
Harriet Webberley Fernstrom M.P.H. ’68
Sue Fialer
Marcia Flannery
Leonore Foorman
Ronald Forstrom B.S. ’55, P ’82, ’85 and Barbara
Forsstrom B.A. ’57, P ’82, ’85
Thomas Francis B.S. ’73 and Sharon Francis
Kenneth Frankel M.A. ’75, Ph.D. ’79 and Deborah
Lichtman M.A. ’78, Ph.D. ’90
Thomas Fraser
Peter Frazier B.A. ’61, P ’94 and Robin Frazier B.A.
’65, P ’94
Marlane Fretz Ph.D. ’78
Alex and Deborah Friedman
Melody Fujimori M.Crim. ’71, J.D. ’75
Kathryn Fujisaka B.A. ’76
John and Susanne Gallagher
Mary Gerber
Paul and Helen Gerken
Robert Gnaizda and Phyllis Greene M.S.W. ’72
Joseph Goglio Jr. B.S. ’67 and Linda Goglio
Amos Goldhaber M.A. ’85, P ’11 and Marilyn
Goldhaber B.A. ’72, M.P.H. ’77, P ’11
Barry Gordon Ph.D. ’73
John Gossard and Diane Spencer Gossard B.A. ’63
Andree Graham M.B.A. ’82, P ’15
Richard Granberg
Robert Grant B.A. ’68 and Barbara Grant B.A. ’68
Garrett Grant B.A. ’64 and Jennifer Sobol B.A. ’72
Marcia Grassman
Judy Green
Annual Fund Donors

Michael and Susan Green
Paula Greer B.A. ’69
Michael and Margaret Gutowski
Craig Gyory B.A. ’75 and Deborah Gyory
Mary Hackenbracht
Craig and Gabrielle Hammack
Harmon Hanig
Marc Hanson M.P.H. ’88
Davida Hartman
Stephen and Patricia Harwood
Robert and Lynda Hay
Kathleen Heaps
Patricia Heer B.A. ’58, C.Mult. ’63, P ’86
Paul Hennessey M.B.A. ’82 and Susan Dague
Cheryl Hess M.B.A. ’79
Elaine Highiet
Calista Hintz
Morris Hirsch B.A. ’77 and Rosemary Hirsch
Richard and Marsha Hiscocks
Robert Hofmann B.S. ’59 and Lynne Hofman
Charlton Holland III B.A. ’61, J.D. ’64, M.A. ’65, P ’99 and Katherine Holland P ’99
Hawley Holmes
Earl and Rosalie Holtz
Peter Hooberman
William and Marie Horwich
Allan Humphrey B.A. ’55, M.A. ’59, P ’85 and Evelyn Humphrey P ’85
June Hunt
Marcia Hymer
Glenn and Jackson
Loisann Jacovitz M.P.H. ’76
Linda Jaffe B.A. ’74
Jeffrey Jagoda and Joanne Jagoda B.A. ’72
Kevin James J.D. ’83 and Thomas Reilly J.D. ’83
Jon Johnsen B.S. ’69
Julie Jones
Irene Kan M.P.H. ’84
Mark Leonard and Sharon Karp-Lewis
Allan Kaufman
Margaret Kendall
Jeffery Kennedy M.L.A. ’83 and Judith Kennedy B.A. ’63, C.Mult. ’64
John Khouri and Claire Khouri B.A. ’75
Howard and Carol Kirsch

David Kirshman P ’11 and Deborah Kirshman P ’11
Carol Klein
Mark and Nancy Kliszewski
Barbara Kuklewicz
Elroy and Deanna Kursh
Susan Lane B.A. ’67, C.Mult. ’68
Eva Liebermann
Robert Livsey
Eugenia Loken P ’97
Paul and Carol Long
Lawrence Lum D.D.S. ’60
Margaret Lum
Michael Maidenber
Peter Mankin B.A. ’70
James and Mary Manning
Paul Mariano
Jacquelyn Marie B.A. ’76, M.L.S. ’78
Samir Barakat B.A. ’76, M.A. ’78, M.A. ’83 and Claudia Marseille B.A. ’72, M.P.P. ’78
P. Severin and Margie Marsted
Suzanne Masuret C.Mult. ’65
Lucia Matzger P ’91
John McAfee and Cynthia McAfee B.A. ’77
Thomas McAlone B.A. ’69, M.A. ’71, C.Phil. ’78 and Margaret A. McAlone B.A. ’69
Charlotte McCaffrey
Bonnie McKeen B.A. ’66, P ’89
Robert Jolda and Nancy McKee-Jolda B.A. ’70
Molly Mentzer C.Mult. ’63
Barbara Benson Meyer B.A. ’58, C.Mult. ’59
Floyd Michaelson
Amy Millar
Linda Miller
Rima Miller
Judith Moran
James Morgenstern
Satsuki Morimoto P ’97
William Mougeot
Curtis Munson B.S. ’76, Ph.D. ’85 and Hazel Olbrich B.S. ’78
Richard Mynick and Nancy Castille M.B.A. ’88
Laurence Nagel B.S. ’69, M.S. ’70, Ph.D. ’75 and Jean Gleason B.A. ’63
Janet Newman
Thomas Nootbaar B.A. ‘86 and Lori Bungarz B.A. ‘84
Linda O’Brien
Charlene O’Rourke B.A. ‘58
Robin Dunn Olivier B.A. ‘65
Janet Oppenheimer
David Oppenheimer P ’10 and Marcy Kates B.A. ‘73, P ’05, ’10
Nancy Page J.D. ’78
Theodore Paul
Janis Pearson B.A. ‘71
Linda Perkins
Mary Pine Bankston
Gary and Jean Pokorny
Martin Pollard B.A. ’79, M.S. ’83
Linda Polsby P ’85
Peggy Poole
Roy Powell and Judy Kirkpatrick
Lawrence and Janet Quilici
Edith Radkey M.L.S. ’72
Mary Richmond P ’17
Ed Rimer and Irene Rimer M.A. ’69, M.S.W. ’80
Alicia Rivera C.Mult. ’63
Dale Roberts B.S. ’74 and Katharine Roberts
Fredrica Kimmel Robertson B.A. ’69, C.Mult. ’70
Gary Robinson B.S. ’62, M.B.A. ’69 and Jane Robinson
Jason and Barbara Rogers
Randy Roig
Allyn Saroyan
Geoffrey Saxe B.A. ’70 and Maryl Gearhart
Margot B. Schevill
Sharon K. Shen
Melody Silberstein
Dorothy Anne Silver
Renee Simi
Joan Simons
John and Karen Sivley
Timothy Smallreed and Lucy Smallreed M.P.H. ’78
Betty Smith
Margot Smith M.P.H. ’72, Dr.P.H. ’77
Michael Smith
Donald Solem B.A. ’63 and Anne Solem B.A. ’60
Susan Sperber B.A. ’75
Thomas and Lucy Sponsler

John Stevenson B.Larch. ’64 and Romer Stevenson B.A. ’64
David Strauss B.A. ’70, P ’08 and Sherrie Hansen
B.A. ’71, P ’08
Michael Sullivan and Patricia Sullivan Ph.D. ’96
Stuart Swiedler and Judith B. Weiss B.A. ’79
Ronald and Frances Tauber
Karen Lind Taylor M.A. ’70
Martin and Susan Tierney
Louise Todd
Claudine Torfs M.S. ’78, Ph.D. ’83, P ’74, ’81
Susanne Tyrrell
John Vilett B.Arch. ’62 and Helene Vilett B.Arch. ’62
Bradford Wade
Charles and Janet Weaver
Sallie Weissinger M.A. ’66
Nancy Wen B.A. ’10
Christine Werme
Barbara West
Susan Wester
Dick Wezelman and Beany Wezelman M.A. ’64
Ann Whalley
Rebecca J. Wheat B.A. ’67, M.A. ’69, Ed.D. ’85
Burns MacDonald B.A. ’49, M.A. ’51, Ph.D. ’65 and
Marian Whitehead Ph.D. ’52
William Williams
Hugh and Mary Ann Winig
Steven C. Wolan B.A. ’68 and Linda Wolan B.A. ’71
Byron Wood B.A. ’63 and Nancy Wood
Linda Martin Wroth M.L.S. ’67
Akiyo Yokoi
Alice Youmans

Every effort has been made to avoid errors, misspellings and omissions. If your name was listed incorrectly or omitted, please accept our sincere apologies and contact us at berkeley_ollie@berkeley.edu
OLLI @Berkeley creates and facilitates a public space for the community and campus to experience the joy and benefits of lifelong learning.